CASE STUDY

MONDELEZ
RETROFIT OF
BEARING
HOUSES LEAD TO
OPTIMIZATION
OF HYGIENE AND
SAFETY WHILE
REDUCING THE
MAINTENANCE.

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

THE EFFECT

Trostyanets’ chocolate factory;
Mondelez Ukraine has a number
of conveyors & equipment
in the wet environment that
are under constant water
influence and require extra
protection. Furthermore, the
dry areas have problems with
dust and dry particles which
can come into the bearings
and significantly decrease the
performance of the bearings.
Therefore, it is essential when
selecting hygienic components
such as a bearing house that
they can endure harsh cleaning
conditions while maintaining
optimal performance and
providing excellent hygienic
properties.

After a detailed discussion with
the Equipment Maintenance
Engineer, it was possible to
identify and provide physical
samples of the hygienic bearing
houses, which were a perfect fit
instead of the existing solutions.

After having tested NGI’s hygienic
bearing houses for almost two
months in our production, we
could conclude that they were the
perfect solution as they require
zero maintenance. The bearings
are lubrication-free, which results
in significant resource savings.
Furthermore, the retrofit of the
bearing houses provides a significant
improvement in hygienic design,
which gives additional safety in
the production. As a result of this,
we will consider continuously
exchanging all the bearing houses on
our existing conveyor equipment and
incorporate hygienic IP69K bearing
houses from NGI into our technical
documentation for future projects
sent to suppliers.

BAKERY &
SWEETS
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BEFORE

CLIENT PROFILE

The Mondelez International company manufactures
chocolate, cookies, biscuits, gum, confectionery, and
powdered beverages. Mondelēz International empowers
people to snack right in over 150 countries around the world.

The current solution created the following challenges:
1. The bearing houses are open and chocolate can come inside of the bearings
2. More time is spent on cleaning and removing leftovers/food residues on the bearings before greasing them.
3. Each bearing must be lubricated with food-approved grease and by qualified personnel due to official greasing
instructions.

AFTER

QUOTE
“After having tested NGI’s hygienic bearing houses for
almost two months in our production, we could conclude
that they were the perfect solution as they require zero
maintenance. We will consider to continuously exchange
all the bearing houses on our existing conveyor equipment
and incorporate hygienic IP69K bearing houses from NGI
into our technical documentation for future projects sent
to suppliers”.

New solution resulted in the following advantages:
After having tested NGI’s hygienic bearing houses for almost two months in our production, we could conclude
that they were the perfect solution as they require zero maintenance. The bearings are lubrication-free, which
results in significant resource savings. Furthermore, the retrofit of the bearing houses provides a significant
improvement in hygienic design, which gives additional safety in the production.
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Mykola Dubovyk
Equipment Maintenance Engineer,
Trostyanets’ chocolate factory;
Mondelez Ukraine
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